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Introduction 

 
“You have to please everyone: the government, the rabbis, the community members. The 

community still operates as if we were tolerated subjects in the Ottoman Empire, not as if 

we were equal citizens.”  

(Brink-Danan 2012, 56) 

 
In an elaborate reconsecration ceremony in 2015, Turkey unveiled the restored Grand            

Synagogue of Edirne. This synagogue, located in northwestern Turkey, was restored by the             

Turkish government on behalf of the country’s Jewish minority (Lesley 2015). The process of              

restoration was heavily reported and politicised as a debate emerged surrounding the            

functionality of the synagogue in a city with no permanent Jewish population, and the              

motivations of the government in this ambitious undertaking. The debate quickly extended to             

questions relating to the citizenship, status, loyalty and position of Jews and other minorities in               

Turkish society. The governor of Edirne contributed to the instigation of such debates when he               

controversially declared that the synagogue should be reopened as a museum, citing Israel’s             

actions in the occupied Palestinian territories as a reason for the state to not pay for the building                  

to be used as a synagogue (Bianet 2014). In doing so, the governor Ali Şahin questioned the                 

equal citizenship status of Turkish Jews, framing the community as a monolith with a natural tie                

to the State of Israel whose loyalty cannot be relied upon. Şahin’s statements were quickly               

shunned and condemned by other state and government officials and the reopening ceremony             

of the synagogue as a Jewish place of worship was highly lauded and praised both nationally                

and around the world as a manifestation of Turkey’s tolerance for religious diversity (Haberturk              

2014; Lesley 2015). However, reporting on this restoration was devoid of critical nuance in              

relation to the instrumentalisation of the synagogue as a means to enforce a narrative of Turkish                

tolerance and hospitality vis-a-vis its Jewish minority. Reports lacked a thorough understanding            

of the history and context of Turkish Jewish identity and minority-status in Turkey, choosing              

rather to focus on discourses of democratisation and the continuity of a policy of toleration that                

is historicised and repeatedly evoked in classical Turkish political rhetoric.  

This thesis will take a critical approach towards the understanding of tolerance and its              

socio-political implications on the Jewish community in Turkey. By rationale, tolerance           
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discourses imply a power-balance and an asymmetric relationship between the tolerating and            

the tolerated, thus inhibiting the development of an egalitarian understanding of citizenship            

(Hafaeli 2010, 258). This thesis will thus explore the historicity of tolerance and hospitality              

discourses in Turkey within the scope of state-minority relations. As Jewish identity in Turkey              

has developed in parallel to the transition from Ottoman understandings of subjecthood to a              

republican conceptualisation of egalitarian citizenship, various continuities can be identified          

when analysing state-minority relations within the Turkish context (Brink-Danan 2012, 54). The            

relationship between the Jewish community and the Turkish state thus reflects the asymmetry of              

a precarious toleration-based relationship, in which the former’s welfare, safety, and continuity            

as a community is reliant upon consistent declarations of loyalty to the latter (Barkey and               

Gavrilis 2016, 35). Though this relationship holds true to groups beyond the Jewish minority in               

Turkey as well, specifics relating to Armenian and Greek communities remain outside of the              

scope of this thesis. 

The restoration and reopening of the Grand Edirne Synagogue can be seen as part of a                

larger string of symbolic gestures and fiats from the Turkish state that serve to uphold and                

underpin this pre-existing discourse of tolerance towards religious diversity in Turkey. This            

thesis examines the scope of this narrative by providing a critical perspective through which              

contemporary minority issues in Turkey can be understood. By connecting understandings of            

equality and identity to the historical development of Turkey’s minority regime, this thesis sheds              

light upon contemporary matters of nationalism and discrimination that hinder the development            

of a civic framework for Turkish nationality, bereft of ethno-religious connotations. Thus, an             

evaluation of the restoration and transformation of the Edirne Grand Synagogue into a             

state-sanctioned cultural heritage site contributes to an existing academic pool of research into             

the power and politics of heritage production in Turkey. This highlights how as a cultural               

heritage site, the synagogue became a stage for the reproduction of both classical             

tolerance-based discourses, as well as anti semitic rhetoric. This thesis moves beyond these             

aspects widening the scope of analysis by presenting how tolerance and anti semitism both              

represent the continuation and manifestation of historical, social, and political processes and            

realities in Turkey that inhibit the consolidation of democratic values and practices. Thus,             

through its critical outlook, this thesis aims to shift perceptions of the Grand Edirne Synagogue’s               

restoration away from understandings that frame it as a symbol of goodwill and thriving              

multiculturalism, and towards an interrogative approach that questions why the Jewish           

population of Edirne diminished in the first place. 
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Chapter One: Literature Review 
 
I. Citizenship and Turkish Nationalism 

 

The development of individual political subjecthood within a nation-state model of a collective             

constitutes the core of modern understandings of citizenship (Açıkel and Ateş 2011, 715). As              

such, citizenship can be regarded as a fundamental and essential institution of national,             

political, and social belonging (Açıkel and Ateş 2011, 714). However, the definitions,            

implications, and boundaries of citizenship are strongly tied to and dependent on            

understandings and manifestations of nationalism (Aktürk 2009, 893). The concept of modern            

citizenship can therefore be seen as a clear and direct reflection of nationalism within a polity.                

Thus, the inclusivity or exclusivity of citizenship is dependent on the framework by which              

nationalism is defined (Açıkel and Ateş 2011, 715). Such definitions can range based on the               

degree of incorporation of ethnic, religious, linguistic, historical, and sectarian elements in the             

conceptualisation of national belonging. Smith (2005) explains how these paradigms accentuate           

the difference between inclusive notions of nationality based on territoriality and citizenship ties,             

in contrast to nationalist ideologies based on essential categories of identity (438). Civic models              

of citizenship emphasise the equalising aspect of national belonging, thus rendering           

ethno-religious cultural identities and specificities obscure in the development of state policies            

and practices (Aktürk 2009, 893).  

Turkish nationalism maintains a simultaneous ambiguity as ethno-religious definitions of          

Turkishness exist in parallel to civic conceptions of citizenship (Smith 2005, 441). Though the              

country’s constitution has clearly enshrined equal citizenship from the offset of the Turkish             

Republic, state actions have continuously implemented narrower and more exclusive ethnic,           

religious, or linguistic ideals of Turkishness (Aktürk 2009, 893). These policies and practices             

have had a significant influence on almost all fields of Turkish state and society (ibid). Smith                

(2005) identities the influence and pervasiveness of such ethnic and creed based policy making              

in fields ranging from “immigration and naturalisation, internal movement and resettlement,           

economics, education, religion, language and culture” (441). Indeed ethnicity forms a significant            

core of Turkish nationalism, imagining the Turkish Republic as the successor state of countless              

previous political entities ranging back thousands of years to the steppes of Central Asia (ibid.).               

Other academics such as Aktürk (2009) and Öktem (2017) posit that the development of              
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contemporary Turkish national identity, though incorporating aspects of ethnic or linguistic           

belonging, is a direct legacy of Ottoman understandings of nationhood. Accordingly, the line of              

inclusion into Turkish mainstream identity is defined by Aktürk (2009) as set along religious              

paradigms, being comprised of a wide range of ethnic groups that once made up the Islamic                

millet in the Ottoman era (893). Aktürk thus argues that historically non-Turkish groups such as               

Bosnians, Albanians, Circassians, Kurds, and Arabs were able to integrate into the framework             

of modern Turkish citizenry due to having formerly belonged to the Muslim millet in the Ottoman                

Empire (Aktürk 2009, 897; Akgönül 2013, 71). In summary, though the citizenship regime that              

was established in the early years of the republic maintains an egalitarian outlook, it is by no                 

means devoid of ethnic or religious connotations (Aktürk 2009, 893). 

Outliers to the dominant Sunni-Turkish structure of state practices have challenged           

different aspects of its hegemony in the making of policy and its tangible impact on the                

egalitarian status supposedly conferred through citizenship. Though non-Muslim minorities have          

been cast the furthest out of the scope of inclusivity offered by the realities of a Sunni-Turkish                 

identity model, other groups such as Kurds and Alevis have challenged existing paradigms and              

regulations in linguistic and religious policy respectively. Kurds through advocacy for cultural            

and linguistic rights and autonomy, and Alevis through insistence on official recognition as a              

distinct religious group, have highlighted the shortcomings of supposed civic impartiality in            

Turkey (Açıkel and Ateş 2011, 716; İbrahimoğlu and Yılmaz 2015, 1638; Toktaş 2009, 719).              

Öktem (2017) explains that in many instances throughout the republican period, the legacy of              

the millet system has shaped the experiences of non-Muslim Turkish citizens (646). As             

non-Muslim is the term used to refer to the only officially recognised minorities in Turkey: Jews,                

Armenians, and Greeks, this reasserts the assumption that the majority is inherently Muslim             

(Öktem 2017, 647). This notion hinders the possibility of viewing Turkish nationality on an              

all-encompassing and civic level as minorities are often regarded as foreigners or non-Turks             

(ibid.) As a result, political squabbles or unrest between Turkey and foreign countries such as               

Greece, Armenia, or Israel have a tangible impact on the way Greek, Armenian, and Jewish               

minorities respectively are treated by the state as they are perceived as external elements that               

are affiliated with foreign non-Turkish states (Toktaş 2005, 396). 

The Turkish Republic has maintained central to its dominant political rhetoric the concept             

of an ontological emergency and threat of disintegration that was inherited from the late              

Ottoman era (Göçek 2008, 90). Mitzen (2006) argues that understanding a state’s need for              

ontological security can be helpful in understanding the continuity and similarity in discourse of              
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different political leaders over time within a certain political entity (353). In the context of Turkey                

specifically, ontological security can be pinpointed as one of the principle drivers of political              

rhetoric that transcends both partisan lines as well as the scope of time (Nefes 2013, 252).                

Nefes adds that Turkey’s ontological insecurity stems from its failure to come to terms with the                

historic legacy of the Treaty of Sevres and the dissolution of the Ottoman Empire (252). The                

Treaty of Sevres, which outlined the division of Ottoman territories after World War I,              

strengthened an existing notion within Turkey that external Western powers sought to tear apart              

the unity of the state by dismembering the empire (252). This particular sense of ontological               

insecurity, referred to as Sevres Syndrome, combines in its discourse the fear of an external               

power’s desire to disrupt national unity, with the additional dimension of the internal collaborator              

(252). According to Toktas (2006), these perceived internal collaborators have historically been            

the Greek, Jewish, and Armenian communities whose position in society and loyalty to the state               

have been continuously called into question by the Muslim-Turkish majority (205). Being the             

only officially recognised minority groups in Turkey, Greeks, Jews, and Armenians are the only              

communities able to take advantage of the provisions of the Treaty of Lausanne which              

established Republican Turkey’s minority regime (Toktas 2009, 699). 

 
II. National Identity and Cultural Heritage 
 
In the process of nation-building, notions of national identity and state ideology are constructed              

and strengthened by the development of an official historiography which selects and highlights             

episodes of history that are deemed desirable to the emerging national narrative (Barker 2012,              

259). The development of such official discourses therefore occurs within an ongoing process of              

inclusion and exclusion of historic elements that fit or similarly do not fit into the desired                

framework of the national identity (Över 2016, 173). The official or classical narrative of Turkish               

Jewish history and society was developed according to these steps, by evading, effacing, or              

downplaying the significance of problematic aspects of the community’s past and present in             

relation to the state and wider society (Brink-Danan 2012, 46). Therefore, the dominant             

discourse on the history and status of Jews within Turkey focuses on themes of tolerance and                

hospitality, beginning in the Ottoman period, and juxtaposing these with the historic experience             

of Jews in Europe (Brink-Danan 2012, 34). As such, this discourse seeks to reinforce the image                

of Turkey as a nation of “peaceful coexistence” in which different religions share a homeland in                

harmony (Över 2016, 179). Över (2016) explains how this rhetoric has been incorporated into              
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the organisational and strategic frameworks of various Turkish institutions. She references the            

case of Turkey’s faith tourism program as an example of how different agencies that make up                

the Turkish state employ the discourse of tolerance in order to define the boundaries of national                

identity (175). The Turkish state has developed and propagated this classical narrative of             

Turkish Jewish history and the discourse of tolerance and hospitality in accordance to its own               

self interests (Över 2016, 173). These self interests include the promotion of an image as a                

democratising country with aims to fulfill the necessary criteria as a candidate member of the               

European Union (Girard 2015, 10; Toktas 2009, 697). Ojalvo and Akpınar (2017) explore the              

ways in which the Turkish state embraced parts of its religious diversity during the process of                

European Union accession talks in order to satisfy the conditions involving recognition of             

minority groups and diversity (258). This strategy involved recognising parts of the history and              

heritage of Turkey’s non-Muslim population that were deemed valuable to the enrichment            

process of the desired national narrative (ibid.).  

The Turkish state’s attitude and policy towards its non-Muslim citizens can be studied             

through its actions towards the properties and historic heritage of its minorities (Över 2016,              

175). The process of selection and heritagisation of various non-Muslim sites has been used              

strategically in Turkey’s recent history as a means to strengthen and reinforce existing             

narratives about the status of minorities in the country (Girard 2015, 10; Över 2016, 175). The                

objectives for such selective heritagisation include a desire to uphold a discourse of             

democratisation, pluralism, and tolerance as well as a driving force for regional development             

and tourism (Girard 2015, 10; Toktaş 2009, 697). Turkey has in recent history continuously              

reaffirmed its historical national narrative through cultural heritage practices and heritagisation.           

By taking direct initiative and control of how historical heritage once belonging to non-Muslim              

communities of Turkey is presented and commodified, the Turkish state and the many             

governmental and non-governmental actors that contribute to heritagisation have suppressed          

critical voices in regards to unfavourable elements of Turkey’s past (Zeitlian Watenpaugh 2014,             

528). Turkey has thus selectively used its historic heritage in order to present itself as a state                 

that is respectful in the way it recognises and treats its minorities (Över 2016, 186). An example                 

of this can be seen in the restoration process of the Armenian Akhtamar Church in Eastern                

Turkey (ibid). Över (2016) highlights this example to demonstrate how the Turkish state aimed              

to manifest itself as a tolerant and pluralistic nation whilst concurrently maintaining the narrative              

that suits its own interests (175). The restored church was officially reopened as a museum               

curated by Turkey’s ministry of tourism. Reopening the church as a museum enabled the              
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Turkish state to retain full control of the chronicling of the space and its history, by maintaining                 

authority over its usage and function (Sheklian 2018, 10). This occurs in parallel to continued               

suppression of critical voices within Turkey that seek to address aspects of Armenian history              

and the legacy of state violence in Anatolia (Zeitlian Watenpaugh 2014, 528). Zeitlian             

Watenpaugh (2014) argues that quite simply “it is not possible to preserve a cultural heritage               

site while avoiding questions about painful histories” (531). Therefore the restoration of the             

Akhtamar Church drew heavy criticism from groups within Turkey and internationally that viewed             

the state’s actions with cynicism and questioned the true motives behind the heritagisation of              

the Akhtamar Church (Sheklian 2018, 10). These criticisms were exacerbated in 2010 when the              

Turkish government began granting permission for religious services to be held at Akhtamar             

Church once a year (CNN Türk 2013). This governmental fiat, echoing Ottoman-era            

manifestations of state-minority relations, further demonstrates how the Turkish state maintains           

power over non-Muslim tangible heritage whilst simultaneously exploiting the same heritage           

sites to strengthen democratisation and tolerance discourses (Över 2016, 186).  

The classical discourse of eternal tolerance and hospitality has also been employed by              

the Turkish Jewish community, and is reflected by means of both its official religious              

representative institution, the Chief Rabbinate of Turkey, as well as a major institution of Turkish               

Jewish civil society, the Quincentennial Foundation (Bali 2001, 307). The Quincentennial           

Foundation was founded in the run up to 1992 and held the objectives of embracing,               

celebrating, and spreading the Turkish Jewish story, which in this case begins with the story of                

the Sephardic migration to the Ottoman Empire (Neyzi 2005, 173). With the activities of the               

Quincentennial Foundation, Brink-Danan (2012) argues that the Jewish community of Turkey           

switched its public policy to one of a “politics of presence” (80). This means that the Jewish                 

community explicitly moved towards exercising its collective agency in order to make itself             

visible on the local and international stage. This was realised through the projection and              

dissemination of a predefined imaginary of what Turkish Jewry constitutes as a collective, and              

of the historic and social values it seeks to highlight to the greater public (ibid.). The                

Quincentennial Foundation repurposed and reinforced the discourse of Turkish hospitality and           

tolerance by embracing it as a central pillar of its identity and its activities as a foundation.                 

Brink-Danan (2012) summaries the foundation’s objectives as an attempt to cast and promote             

an image of Turkey as a “civilised, tolerant, and modern” country with a deep respect for                

diversity and democracy (43).  
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III. A Critical Review of Tolerance Discourses 
 

Brink-Danan (2012) highlights and critiques the narrative maintained by the Quincentennial           

Foundation. She looks into the establishment of Istanbul’s Jewish museum and the careful             

curation of what message the museum seeks to convey about Turkish Jewry. Brink-Danan             

explains that the museum, which was founded in 1992 as an ode to the 500th year of the                  

Sephardic arrival in the Ottoman Empire, reinforces the classical discourse of Turkish hospitality             

through its exhibitions. This is enhanced through the strategic exclusion of and disregard for              

historic episodes which are deemed “improper” (46). Ojalvo and Akpınar (2017) provide another             

critique of the Quincentennial Foundation through the example of the politicisation and            

commodification of Jewish heritage in Istanbul through the restoration of the Ahrida Synagogue.             

This synagogue was chosen as valuable heritage and selected to be restored as a so-called               

“monument to Turkish Jewish friendship” by the Quincentennial Foundation (258). Girard (2015)            

explains how processes of heritagisation as such can be used to reinforce and strengthen              

existing notions of history and society, such as the classical narrative of Turkish Jewish history               

(8). In the case of the restoration of the Ahrida Synagogue, the building was heritagised to fit the                  

framework of the national coexistence rhetoric through careful selection of elements of its             

architecture that were considered to be uniquely Ottoman and Turkish (Ojalvo and Akpınar             

2017, 267). In doing so, the Ahrida Synagogue was reopened in 1992 with a newly crafted                

image as a testament to the historic legacy of Turkish Jewish friendship and shared history               

(ibid.). Ojalvo and Akpınar (2017) then go on to describe this entire feat as a ‘political                

performance’ as the reopening ceremony drew a crowd of officials from both Turkey, and              

abroad who became witness to a monument of Turkish tolerance (264).  

A revisionist or critical approach towards the classical narrative espoused by the Turkish             

state, as well as by several institutions of the Turkish Jewish community, such at the chief                

rabbinate and the Quincentennial Foundation, seeks to evaluate the tolerance and hospitality            

discourse by broadening the scope of historic and social analysis. Bali (2001), Brink-Danan             

(2011), and Toktaş (2006) critique the classical narrative of Turkish Jewish history by             

questioning aspects of the dominant narrative, as well as by providing examples of historic and               

present injustices that Turkish Jews have been subject to in order to weaken the assumption of                

eternal and peaceful coexistence. This revisionist understanding involves explaining and          

contextualising the attitudes and actions of the Quincentennial Foundation and the wider Jewish             

community in Turkey. Bali (2005) uses the Judeo-Spanish word Kayadez, meaning silence or             
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hushness, to describe the attitude of turning a blind eye to and refusing to come to terms with                  

disturbing policies and practices by the state that is adopted by Turkish Jews (1). This includes                

a refusal to discuss various historic events outlined by Toktaş (2006) such as discriminatory              

language and taxation policies, as well as violence and pogroms that the Jewish community and               

other minorities experienced in the first decades of the Turkish Republic (206-7). Kayadez,             

which Bali (2005) also describes as ‘selective amnesia’, can also be traced as the reason for                

which the ‘improper element’ is completely ignored in the rhetoric produced by the             

Quincentennial Foundation (11; Brink-Danan 2012, 46). Furthermore, Bali (2001) refutes the           

assumption that Turkish Jewish history is devoid of antisemitism and discrimination by            

highlighting instances of antisemitic rhetoric in society and politics, asserting the claim that             

political parties on all sides of the ideological spectrum engage with antisemitic tropes and              

rhetoric (257). He particularly draws attention to the tendency amongst Turkish politicians and             

the wider public to equate Judaism to Zionism, thereby drawing out Turkish Jews as natural               

supporters of the state of Israel and its policies and thus questioning the loyalty and citizenship                

status of Turkish Jews (ibid).  

Several academics have taken a very critical approach towards the concept of tolerance             

and its socio-political implications. Bilgili (2015) highlights that though tolerance has historically            

been regarded positively as “egalitarian, democratising, and liberalising”, that the realities of            

tolerance discourses have negative implications (474). Hafaeli (2010) redefines tolerance as a            

relationship, describing it as an unstable dynamic “between the tolerated and the tolerator” (258) 

This indicates the fragility of tolerance, which according to Kaya (2012) “could easily turn into               

suppression and persecution” (300). Barkey (2008) delves further into the notion of tolerance             

indicating that a lack of suppression and official discrimination does not necessarily correspond             

to societal or political equality (110). Rather, tolerance towards cultural and religious difference             

from the Turkish state has been deeply tied to adherence to and lack of dissent towards the                 

parameters of Turkish citizenry with its ethnic and religious connotations (Aktürk 2009, 893).             

Critical groups within the Turkish Jewish community have also come out in opposition to the               

official stance of Jewish institutions in Turkey. In 2016, a group of young Turkish Jews founded                

the online news and opinion platform Avlaremoz (Kazaz 2016). The word Avlaremoz, meaning             

“Lets talk” in Judeo-Spanish, being an active sign of opposition towards the traditional approach              

and strategy of Kayadez (Avlaremoz 2019). Avlaremoz distinguishes itself from other Turkish            

Jewish institutions by emphasising the importance of remembering problematic elements of the            

past in order to combat contemporary anti semitism in Turkish society (ibid).  
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Chapter Two: Historical Context and the Making of Turkish Jewish Identity 
 
I. Ottoman Empire 
 
The year 1492 is often referred to as the starting point of a shared Turkish Jewish history. It                  

marks the beginning of the Sephardic story, invoking memories of the expulsion of Spanish              

Jews from the Iberian Peninsula upon the issue of the Alhambra Decree (Ojalvo and Akpınar               

2017, 257). This decree resulted in the forced conversion, persecution, and mass exodus of              

Jews and Muslims from the kingdoms of Castile and Aragon. Soon after the edict was decreed                

100-150,000 Sephardic Jews were welcomed to and settled throughout the Ottoman Empire            
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under the orders of Sultan Bayezid II (Svastics 2011, 20). Though there were already Jews in                

the Ottoman Empire before the inquisition and expulsion from the Iberian Peninsula, the year              

1492 has taken on various connotations in the story of Sephardic Jewry and Turkey (Svastics               

2011, 16). Most significantly it can be traced as an important reference point for the discourse of                 

a host-guest relationship between Jews and Turks, as well as the discourse of Turkey as a                

welcoming and hospitable safe-haven for persecuted peoples (Neyzi 2005, 169).  

In the centuries following 1492, Jews played an important role in Ottoman society as well               

as in the fields of trade and commerce in the empire (Tezcan 2018, 18). As such, Jews                 

constituted one of the various “millets” or religious groups within the Ottoman millet system              

(Barkey and Gavrilis 2016, 30). The millet system was an administrative system in place in the                

Ottoman Empire that allowed for non-Muslim subjects to have various degrees of autonomy in              

their internal affairs under the condition of paying taxes and being loyal to the Ottoman sultan                

(Barkey and Gavrilis 2016, 24). The millet system had no geographical boundaries and was not               

necessarily based on ethnic or linguistic differences. Rather, within the millet system each millet              

had an internal religious leader that acted as an intermediary between the community and the               

sultan (ibid.). Various historians argue that the organisational structure of the millet system was              

conducive to the growth and expansion of the Ottoman Empire as it provided a strong               

administrative means for governing over diverse groups within the empire (Barkey and Gavrilis             

2016, 29). The millet system continued to constitute the dominant administrative framework of             

the Ottoman Empire up until its abolition in the 19th century (Akgönül 2013, 71). By this period,                 

the Ottoman Empire had begun its decline and was militarily and technologically beginning to              

fall behind its European adversaries (Tökmeci and Gharipour 2015, 222). This general shift in              

the balance of power in Europe prompted Ottoman sultans to begin a process of military,               

societal, and administrative reforms in the attempt to quell regression and disintegration (ibid.).             

In the scope of such reforms, Ottoman ambassadors were sent to European countries and a               

programme of ‘westernisation’ began (Tökmeci and Gharipour 2015, 226).  

The 19th century was marked with rapid changes in the Ottoman Empire due to the rise                

of nationalism and secessionist movements throughout the empire (İçduygu, Toktaş, and Soner            

2008, 362). Nationalist movements in Greece and Serbia resulted in territorial losses and             

demographic changes. Consequently, the Ottoman Empire started to lose large segments of its             

non-Muslim population (ibid.). Concurrently, Greek and Armenian nationalism in the remaining           

Ottoman territories continued to consolidate alongside perceived outside or western          

encroachment and influence through educational and religious institutions (ibid). This          
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tumultuous political setting accelerated the development and proliferation of several ideological           

movements that aimed to halt the disintegration of the empire and reinstitute territorial and              

demographic stability (Talbot 2016, 363). Ottomanism, Islamism, and Turkism were three core            

ideologies that competed throughout the 19th century to inform and characterise Ottoman            

policies (İçduygu, Toktaş, and Soner 2008, 362). These three ideologies existed and developed             

simultaneously, vying for influence over ruling executive and administrative bodies, and           

alternating in terms of societal sway and political impact (Talbot 2016, 363; Taglia 2016, 283).  

Ottomanist ideology, which conceived the redefinition of the Ottoman Empire as a state             

in which all citizens were equal before the law, sought to introduce civic nationalism as a uniting                 

factor to bring different subjects of the sultan together regardless of ethno-religious identity             

(Neyzi 2005, 169). The introduction of an egalitarian political subjecthood would radically            

diminish the relevance of the millet system, restructuring the citizenship framework of the             

empire. Whereas previously, rights and duties of subjects were conferred in accordance to             

millet, Ottomanist thought sought to reform the Ottoman Empire into a cosmopolitan nation-state             

similar to the French revolutionary model (Kadıoğlu 1996, 180). It was through an Ottomanist              

lense that the Tanzimat reforms of 1839 and the Islahat reforms of 1856 were enacted. These                

reforms ensured equality before the law for all Ottoman citizens, granting non-Muslims social,             

political, and civic rights that were previously available exclusively to members of the Muslim              

millet (Altınöz and Gharipour 2015, 336). These reforms included the expanded right to             

establish and build new religious and social institutions for non-Muslims. Thus, architectural            

restrictions on churches and synagogues were lifted (Tökmeci and Gharipour 2015, 226). For             

the first time domes and bell towers were permitted and houses of worship were allowed to be                 

built in more eclectic and prominent styles than previously (ibid.). New private property laws              

allowed for non-Muslims to buy and own land, and non-Muslims were permitted to join the               

Ottoman military and serve as civil servants (Naar 2015, 178).  

The Ottomanist reforms in the 19th century were widely embraced by Jewish Ottomans,             

who began to participate in the Ottoman parliament and other civil service positions (İçduygu,              

Toktaş, and Soner 2008, 362). In this period Jews began to be referred to as the milleti sadika,                  

or most loyal millet among the non-Muslim millets of the empire (Toktaş 2008, 512). This was                

due to the absence of secessionist movements in the Jewish community, as well as an               

outwards attitude of loyalty to the sultanate and of embrace towards Ottoman identity (Naar              

2015, 179). Jewish loyalty to the Ottoman state and sultan was manifested and reaffirmed              

through social, political, economic, and spatial practices which led to the propagation of the              
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notion of a special “Jewish-Muslim” relationship, in which the Christians of the empire were cast               

out as the communities most likely to rebel and secede, while Jews were seen as integral and                 

inviolable subjects of the Ottoman Empire (Cohen 2012, 248). An important declaration and             

affirmation of this outwards loyalty took place in 1892, on the 400th anniversary of the tragic                

expulsion of Sephardic Jews from Spain. This date was marked with celebrations of Ottoman              

identity and Ottoman hospitality rather than mourning (Naar 2015, 180). Furthermore, Ottoman            

Jews consistently reasserted a sense of loyalty through support for Ottoman war efforts at the               

time, and opposition to secessionist movements among other communities within the empire            

(ibid.). 

Another important characteristic of this period was the rise in Ashkenazi Jewish             

migration to the Ottoman Empire from various European countries (Altınöz and Gharipour 2015,             

343). Ashkenazi Jews fleeing persecution and pogroms in Europe were quick to embrace the              

Ottomanist principles which enabled migrants to gain citizenship rights after five years of             

residency (Talbot 2016, 363). Many of these Ashkenazi Jews established communities in            

Istanbul, utilising their extended citizenship rights by constructing synagogues that reflected the            

lifting of restrictions on domes and height for non-Muslim houses of worship (Altınöz and              

Gharipour 2015, 337). This meant a significant shift in the visibility and prominence of Jewish               

structures in cities such as Salonica, Edirne, Izmir, and Istanbul (Altınöz and Gharipour 2015,              

349). Furthermore, the arrival of Ashkenazi Jews in the 19th century facilitated the development              

and consolidation of the Ottoman capitalist economy and financial system (Altınöz and            

Gharipour 2015, 339). The Ashkenazi communities in the Ottoman Empire maintained positive            

relations with the sultan in parallel to the already existing Sephardic communities (Altınöz and              

Gharipour 2015, 344). This strengthens the perception that the empire’s continuous policy of             

openness to Jewish migration and settlement was met with expressions of loyalty in return. This               

also demonstrates that Jewish migration to the Ottoman Empire was not deemed to be a threat                

to the integrity and unity of the Ottoman state (Naar 2015, 179).  

Though the Tanzimat and Islahat reforms were met fairly positively by most Jews in the               

empire, this was not the case amongst the Muslim majority or among the Christian millets. The                

former, due to the perceived loss in status and socio-economic advantages, and the latter as               

Ottomanism was widely not seen as a viable alternative to an already disseminated idea of               

political independence (Kadıoğlu 2007, 287). Within this context Ottoman Jews largely sought to             

distance themselves from other minority groups such as the Armenian and Greek Orthodox             

communities (Cohen 2012, 239). As relations between the Ottoman state and the Christian             
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minorities continued to deteriorate during the rule of Abdulhamit II, Ottoman Jews embraced the              

notion of Jewish-Muslim fraternity (Cohen 2012, 248). Despite the heavily Islamic political            

rhetoric which became characteristic of the Hamidian era, Ottoman Jews were able to integrate              

into government positions that opened up to non-Muslims during the period of Ottomanist             

reforms (İçduygu, Toktaş, and Soner 2008, 362). Thus, Ottoman Jews were able to maintain a               

balance of support for Islamist orientated governance, whilst continuing to endorse Ottomanist            

frameworks of belonging (Cohen 2012, 240). Declarations of loyalty towards the sultanate in this              

period included expressions condemning separatist movements, as well as disavowals of the            

Zionist movement which was gaining traction in Europe at the time (Naar 2015, 180; Cohen               

2012, 244). The notion of a special Jewish-Muslim affinity was reflected in public speeches and               

Jewish press at the time, as well as through the development of judaica that combined Islamic                

and Jewish symbolism (Cohen 2012, 248). Thus, Ottoman Jews were able to maintain their              

collective identity as milleti sadika, navigating through interpolating political ideological          

ascendancies of the time.  

 

II. Republic of Turkey 
 
Ultimately, the Ottomanist-crafted citizenship regime was overall unsuccessful in its attempt to            

create a conducive environment that would ensure the Ottoman Empire would not break up in               

the wake of nationalism (Neyzi 2005, 171). Ottoman territorial losses and perceived betrayal in              

the wake of Arab nationalism during World War I helped strengthen Turkish nationalist             

sentiment (Ongur 2015, 419). As a result, the collapse of the Ottoman Empire, and the               

establishment of its successor state the Republic of Turkey happened in a vigorously             

nationalistic context (Akgönül 2013, 73). The founding of the Turkish Republic following the             

national struggle led by Mustafa Kemal Atatürk saw the consolidation of Turkish nationalist             

ideology in the remodelling of Turkey as a nation-state (Ongur 2015, 416). The republican elite               

attempted to realise a clear-cut break from Ottoman history, enacting radical changes that             

aimed to ‘westernise’ Turkey, bringing it to the so-called ‘level of contemporary nationhood’             

(Yang 2017, 713; Kadıoğlu 1996, 180). These changes included the abolition of the caliphate in               

1924, severely diminishing the influence and power of Islam over Turkish society (Kadıoğlu             

2007, 288). This occurred in tandem to changes in alphabet and calendar, all aiming to break                

clean from the perceived failures of the Ottoman Empire, reimagining and recasting Turkey as a               

secular and westernised nation-state (Ongur 2015, 416; Kadıoğlu 1996, 186). The transition            
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from the multinational Ottoman state, to the republican nation-state was also accompanied by             

significant demographic changes (İçduygu, Toktaş, and Soner 2008, 360). These demographic           

changes that had already begun with the secession of non-Muslim nations from the Ottoman              

Empire, were exacerbated during the period of World War I in which mass deportation and               

violent massacres decimated the native Armenian populations of Anatolia (Kezer 2009, 510;            

İçduygu, Toktaş, and Soner 2008, 364). Furthermore, the signing of the Treaty of Lausanne in               

1923 oversaw a major population exchange between the Greek Orthodox populations of            

Anatolia and the majority of Muslims in Greece (Akgönül 2013, 77). 

Religious homogenisation trends continued in the region as migration based on            

ethno-religious identities contributed to the consolidation of nation-states (Kezer 2009, 510). As            

such, waves of migration resulted in tangible shifts in the demographic make-up of the Turkish               

Republic. Immigration to Turkey was favoured among groups which previously belonged to the             

Muslim millet in Ottoman times (Aktürk 2009, 897). These groups, comprised of ethnic             

Bosniaks, Albanians, and Pomaks among others, were quickly integrated into the new Turkish             

nation, embracing the Turkish language and citizenship (ibid). In stark contrast, emigration from             

Turkey was largely comprised of its non-Muslim population (İçduygu, Toktaş, and Soner 2008,             

363). As a result, whereas up to 15 percent of the Turkish population was Christian or Jewish in                  

1919, by 1927 this number had dropped to 2.5 percent (İçduygu, Toktaş, and Soner 2008, 364;                

Kezer 2009, 510). The radical changes that occurred in the transition period towards the Turkish               

Republic also resulted in what Kadıoğlu (2007) refers to as “engineered oblivion” towards the              

history and heritage of the multi-ethnic and multi-religious fabric that once comprised the             

Ottoman Empire (289). Kadıoğlu then goes on to conclude that this disconnect from history and               

continued homogenisation led to the cultural impoverishment of Anatolia, which increasingly           

became more Turkified and more Islamicised (291). One notable exception to the outwards             

migration of non-Muslim communities in the early Republican period was the Jewish minority             

(Toktaş 2006b, 507). Anti semitic persecution in Europe during the Nazi regime saw an increase               

in Jewish migration to Turkey (Smith 2005, 448). Many Ashkenazi Jews who arrived in Turkey               

as a result of persecution in Europe played important roles in the academic, social, and artistic                

environments of the new republic (Toktaş 2006a, 202). Up to 45,000 Jewish refugees arrived in               

Turkey in this period, many of whom contributed to the process of Turkish nation-building              

through participation in the development of a westernised national education (Smith 2005, 448).             

Furthermore, various Turkish ambassadors in Europe at the time facilitated the migration of             
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persecuted Jews to Turkey by forging passports that eventually saved large numbers of Jews              

from Nazi concentration camps (Toktaş 2006a, 202).  

The nationalisation of Turkish identity occured in this period, as the Turkish constitution             

of 1924 established a civic framework for citizenship, recognising every Turkish citizen as a Turk               

regardless of religious or ethnic difference (Akgönül 2013, 71). This definition of Turkishness             

sought to homogenise Turkish society into a nation-state comprised of equal citizens, with a              

common language and culture (ibid.). Aktürk (2009) argues that the republican identitarian            

category of “Turk” was able to homogenise the Muslim population in the new republic to a large                 

extent, as the boundaries of integration rested on the transformation of the Muslim millet into the                

Turkish nationality (897). Turkish Jews continuously tested the boundaries and flexibility of            

Turkish nationhood in the early years of the republic, practicing and evoking civic conceptions of               

Turkishness. Early signs of the impact of Turkish nationalism on Jews trace back to the Ottoman                

period as manifested through the self identification of Ottoman Jews who migrated to the United               

States in the 19th century. These Jewish migrants referred to themselves in community press as               

a collective of “Turkinos”, a Judeo-Spanish word clearly expressing ties to Turkishness (Naar             

2015, 178). The ambiguity of Turkish nationalism between lines of civic and ethnic connotations              

in the early republican period later encouraged many Turkish Jews to embrace assimilationist             

strategies in order to strengthen notions throughout the country that nationalism could indeed be              

universal and civic in its ethos. One such Jewish Turkish nationalist Moiz Kohen Tekinalp went               

as far as proposing strategies for Turkish Jews to adopt as a means for Turkification and                

assimilation into a civic Turkish nation-state (Kaya 2012, 300). Among his proposals, Tekinalp             

advocated the usage of the Turkish language in Jewish schools and synagogues, as well as the                

Turkification of Jewish names (ibid.).  

Another important set of factors that led to the religious homogenisation of Turkey and              

the loss of cultural diversity were assimilationist strategies (Toktaş 2005, 400). Assimilation was             

seen as an important nation-building tool in the early republican era (ibid). Maintaining a              

different subjecthood to the ideal modern Turkish citizen of the republic was seen as a threat to                 

the unity of the new nation, as well as to the ethos of a new secular, modern, Turkish                  

nation-state. Therefore, ethnic, linguistic, and religious groups that posed a threat to the new              

republican regime were subject to radical assimilationist policies, which occasionally involved           

violent suppression (Akgönül 2013, 77). Thus, the status and identity of non-Muslim minorities             

throughout republican history can be traced through an analysis of two disparate positionings.             

This identity was influenced by the special minority rights conferred to minorities by the Treaty of                
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Lausanne that accentuated cultural and religious differences, as well as the assimilationist and             

discriminatory policies enacted by the Turkish state which insisted on sameness and            

homogeneity (İçduygu, Toktaş, and Soner 2008, 366). In 1925, the Jewish community of Turkey              

expressed loyalty to the Turkish Republic and trust in the egalitarian framework of civic              

citizenship by renouncing the rights accorded to them through the Treaty of Lausanne (Smith              

2005, 445). In doing so, the Jewish community entered a process of cultural assimilation into               

the wider Turkish nation, challenging notions of the inclusivity of Turkish citizenship.  

As non-Muslims were regarded as the most alien to the new unitary republic, they              

suffered from a series of oppressive policies in the early republican period. These policies              

targeted religious and linguistic freedoms, as well as civic and residential liberties. One such              

policy was the “Citizen! Speak Turkish” campaign that actively discouraged the usage of             

languages other than Turkish in the public sphere (Toktaş 2005, 400). This campaign that was               

put into place in the 1930s had a significant impact on the Jewish minority in Turkey. As a result                   

of this policy, Turkish Jews who traditionally spoke Judeo-Spanish - also known as Ladino - as                

their native language, adopted the Turkish language (ibid.). This resulted in a generational             

disconnect, in which younger Turkish Jews today have little to no knowledge of the native               

language of their grandparents and ancestors. Another state policy that specifically targeted            

minorities, though supposedly equal in the early 1930s, was the Law on Settlement. This law               

discriminatorily designated parts of the country that were unfavourable for non-Muslim           

settlement, thus barring domestic migration rights and restricting non-Muslim settlement in           

certain parts of the country (İçduygu, Toktaş, and Soner 2008, 366). Though justified by the               

government by citing political and security concerns specific to the time, this law directly violated               

the constitutional and philosophical conceptualisation of equality and diminished non-Muslim          

trust towards the republican regime (ibid.). 

Discriminatory policies towards Greeks, Armenians, and Jews in Turkey continued          

throughout the 20th century. The 1942 Capital Tax represents one of the most severe policies               

enacted towards minorities in the history of Turkey. Citing the uncertainty and possibility of              

military conflict, as World War II continued in Europe, the government at the time introduced a                

one-off tax to be levied on all citizens of Turkey as a preemptive war-time measure (Toktaş                

2009, 702). However the amount of money levied on Turkish citizens was directly calculated in               

accordance to religious confession. The Capital Tax law, also known as the Wealth Tax, was 5                

percent of annual wage for Muslim citizens, 156 for Greek citizens, 179 percent for Jewish               

citizens, and 232 percent for Armenian citizens (Toktaş 2006a, 207). This monumentally            
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disproportionate and unjust tax had an insurmountable impact on the status of non-Muslims in              

the country, resulting in a loss of approximately 98 percent of properties owned by minorities,               

many of whom were unable to pay the tax in its entirety (ibid.; İçduygu, Toktaş, and Soner 2008,                  

367). Furthermore, many citizens who were unable to pay the tax were sent to labour camps in                 

Eastern Anatolia to contribute to infrastructure projects in the region (ibid.). This law, alongside              

the 1941 Incident of Reserves, in which non-Muslims were conscripted into separate military             

battalions from their Muslim compatriots and made to work in construction and other non-military              

related functions, constitute the core of discriminatory state practices and policies during the             

period of World War II, despite Turkey remaining neutral throughout the war (Toktaş and Aras               

2009, 702). The first major wave of Jewish emigration occurred following the conclusion of              

World War II and the foundation of the State of Israel. The combination of discriminatory internal                

factors as well as the prospect of refuge in a Jewish state prompted 40 percent of Turkey’s total                  

Jewish population to move to Israel in 1948 (İçduygu, Toktaş, and Soner 2008, 374).  

Anti minority sentiments in Turkey have also resulted in violence towards non-Muslim            

communities. Most significantly, the Istanbul Pogrom of 1955, was detrimental to minority            

presence in the city (Toktaş and Aras 2009, 704). Following false reports of an arson attack on                 

the birth-house of Turkey’s founder Mustafa Kemal Atatürk in the Greek city of Thessaloniki,              

mass mobs targeted Greek religious, residential, and commercial points throughout Istanbul           

(ibid.). Violence rapidly escalated towards the properties of Armenians and Jews as well.             

Concurrently, discourses portraying minorities as a fifth column, coupled with anti-Greek           

sentiment as a result of the Cyprus dispute continued to create tensions between the state and                

minorities. This demonstrates once more how minorities in Turkey, in this case the Greek              

minority, were held responsible for the actions of related ethnic groups in neighbouring countries              

(Nefes 2015, 575). These events saw the large-scale destruction of many minority-owned            

businesses and created a feeling of uncertainty amongst members of minority communities,            

many of whom emigrated from Turkey shortly after (Toktaş and Aras 2009, 704). In terms of                

violence towards the Jewish community more specifically, the bombing of the Neve Shalom             

Synagogue, the largest in the city of Istanbul in 1986, resulted in the deaths of 22                

synagogue-goers and security personnel (Toktaş 2006a, 209). This attack created large scale            

panic among the Turkish Jewish community as it was widely regarded as the first major attack                

directly targeting the Jewish community in Istanbul. Similar attacks occurred in 1991 and in              

2003, when the Neve Shalom as well as one more Istanbul synagogue were simultaneously              

bombed, resulting in 23 casualties (Toktaş 2005, 416). Following the 1986 attack, the Turkish              
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Jewish community began to implement intense security measures in its synagogues, creating            

as Brink-Danan (2012) describes it, a feeling similar to “boarding a plane on an international               

flight following the World Trade Centre attacks” (67). Brink-Danan questions the hypocrisy of             

this situation asking the valid question of why such tight security measures exist for a Jewish                

community in a country that claims the absolute absence of anti semitism (ibid.). Turkish              

authorities have continuously reiterated this claim of anti semitism being non-existent in Turkish             

society, despite the synagogue attacks, drawing attention to the fact that the perpetrators of              

these attacks were foreigners affiliated with either Palestinian or Islamist terrorist organisations,            

thus attempting to whitewash national instances of anti Jewish sentiment and violence (Toktaş             

2006a, 209). 

In more contemporary times, anti semitism has manifested itself in Turkey in close              

tandem to the rise of anti Zionist sentiment, and the deterioration of diplomatic relations              

between Turkey and Israel (Akgönül 2013, 86). Whereas bilateral relations between these two             

countries were close in the 1990s and early 2000s, right-wing governments in both countries              

exacerbated disagreements on political issues, causing decay in relations which peaked in 2010             

when the Israeli military killed 9 Turkish civilians on the Mavi Marmara, a Turkish ship on an                 

international humanitarian mission aiming to break the Israeli blockade on Gaza (Brink-Danan            

2012, 95; Finkelstein 2015, 31). As Bali (2001) points out, anti Israeli and anti Zionist sentiment                

in Turkey has serious reprecussions on the local Jewish community, due to a flawed conflation               

between Jewish and Zionist identity (257). This conflation also has ramifications in the             

contemporary partisan politics of Turkey. In the 2018 general and presidential elections, three             

main candidates for president engaged in anti semitic rhetoric in the attempt to gain political               

support. Incumbent president Recep Tayyip Erdoğan, specifically pointed out the Jewish identity            

of Hungarian businessman George Soros when making the claim that his financial contributions             

were behind the 2013 Gezi Park protests in Turkey (Haligua 2018). Likewise, opposition             

candidates Muharrem İnce and Meral Akşener attempted to criticise Erdoğan for having            

received an award from the Anti-Defamation League, a US based Jewish NGO, in 2005.              

Erdoğan received this award on behalf of the Turkish diplomats who contributed towards saving              

Jews from Nazi persecution during the Holocaust. However, İnce and Akşener disregarded this             

reality, both claiming Erdoğan received an award of “Jewish bravery”, hinting towards            

conspiratory claims in regards to Erdoğan’s religious and political affiliations (Altaras 2018;            

Avlaremoz 2018). Bali (2001) highlights that anti semitism in Turkish politics, as demonstrated             
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by the example of the 2018 election cycle, has no single source, and stems from all sides of the                   

political spectrum (257).  

 

 
Chapter Three: Grand Synagogue of Edirne 
 
I. The Synagogue as a Stage For Tolerance Discourses 
 

“Our country has been the peaceful refuge and sanctuary persecuted Jews from around 

the world have needed. Jews, whether after fleeing Spain 500 years ago, or Nazi Germany 

in the 1930s have accepted these lands as their home, become an inseperable part of our 

history and culture, and have contributed to our country in every field” - Deputy Prime 

Minister Bülent Arınç  

 (Arınç 2015) 

 
The city of Edirne, located near Turkey’s northwestern border with Greece, was the capital of               

the Ottoman Empire from 1369 to 1453 (Jewish Virtual Library 2019). Edirne has thus              

maintained an image as a historic, imperial, and cosmopolitan Ottoman city in the collective              

imaginary of the Turkish nation (Luke 2013, 361). Furthermore, being an important border city              

on Turkey’s European frontier has given Edirne additional importance in the national            

conceptualisation of modern Turkey, as it embodies one of the entry points into the secular               

nation-state (ibid.). The social and cultural importance and significance of Edirne is upheld by              

the presence of tangible heritage belonging to all three Abrahamic faiths in the city. Luke (2013)                

explains that particularly in relation to the perceived acceleration of Turkey’s EU accession             

negotiations in the early 2000s, European institutions made large contributions to preservation            

and rehabilitation projects in Edirne (361). Thus, the processes of heritagisation in Edirne             

incorporated the cooperation of Turkish stakeholders, highlighting the historic and cultural           

importance of Edirne as a cosmopolitan Ottoman city, with the support of European institutions,              

seeking to strengthen Edirne’s position as a model Turkish European city with a multicultural              

past (ibid.). This coordinated collaborative effort has resulted in the restoration of many Ottoman              

era heritage sites in and around the city of Edirne (ibid.). Edirne was also home to a large                  
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Jewish population throughout most of its Ottoman history, adding to its reputation as a city with                

a rich and diverse multicultural background (Jewish Virtual Library 2019; Aktürk 2009, 898). This              

reputation makes Edirne, alongside other Turkish cities with significant cosmopolitan pasts such            

as Izmir and Istanbul, ideal locations to evoke in the making of narratives of tolerance and                

hospitality. This perspective adds an additional element to the socio-political importance of            

heritage in the context of Edirne.  

The Grand Synagogue of Edirne can be seen as a tangible heritage monument that is               

positioned at the intersection of these various ideological discourses. Its presence and cultural             

significance in the city thus combining features of Ottoman and European discourses, with both              

historic and contemporary manifestations of tolerance and multiculturalism discourses. The          

synagogue, which was constructed during the final years of the reign of Abdulhamid II, after a                

large urban fire burnt down most of the city’s previous synagogues, was eventually opened in               

1907 (Jewish Virtual Library 2019). It can thus be viewed as a truly Ottoman structure, owing                

not only to its construction in Ottoman times, but also to its significance as one of the largest                  

synagogues in the Balkans and the Middle East, directly reflecting the Ottomanist reforms that              

allowed for non-Muslim millets to erect houses of worship of architectural prominence            

throughout the empire (Archinect 2015; Tökmeci and Gharipour 2015, 226). The synagogue,            

constructed in the neo-Moorish architectural style, popular among Sephardic communities in           

Europe at the time, was built large enough to house up to 1200 worshipers (Jewish Virtual                

Library 2019). As the Jewish population in Edirne declined following waves of emigration in the               

early republican period, the synagogue gradually fell into disuse. Eventually, it was officially             

closed to religious worship in 1983 and consequently left to its own fate (Hürriyet Daily News                

2015). The synagogue greatly deteriorated in the coming years, ending up with a collapsed roof               

and a heavily deteriorated structure, embodying the absence of the once vibrant Jewish             

community. This remained the case until Turkey’s General Directorate of Foundations, a            

governmental institution, began its restoration works, concluding in the reopening of the            

synagogue in 2015 (ibid.). 

The opening ceremony was heavily attended by religious leaders of all faiths in Turkey,              

as well as members of Istanbul’s Jewish community, descendents of Edirne’s Jewry, and local              

and international government representatives (Haberturk 2015). The opening ceremony thus          

became a stage for the reproduction of the historic discourses that uphold the relationship of the                

Jewish community with the Turkish state. On the one hand, the highest government             

representative present, the then Deputy Prime Minister Bülent Arınç gave a speech            
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emphasising the historic ties between Turkey and the Jewish community, even reaffirming that             

Turkey remains open to any persecuted Jews around the world (Arınç 2015). By inviting Jews               

from around the world to come to Turkey, Arınç stressed the nation’s hospitality and position as                

a safe refuge once again (ibid.). Thus, he reiterated several key terms and points of Turkey’s                

tolerance discourse as highlighted by Brink-Danan (2012), referencing freedom, respect,          

harmony, and coexistence (45). On the other hand, the first religious ceremony in the              

synagogue included prayers directed towards the Turkish Republic, and its head of state Recep              

Tayyip Erdoğan (Haberturk 2015). These prayers, expressing the desire for a blessed,            

protected, and exalted state, reflect the continuation of a historical strategy of allegiance and              

faithfulness of the Turkish Jewish community (ibid.). 

Furthermore, in the years following its reopening, the Grand Synagogue of Edirne has             

continued to be a site for the manifestation and embodiment of tolerance discourses. This can               

be clearly seen through its usage as a locale for events that pertain to and allude to historic                  

episodes of diversity and coexistence, whether in the Ottoman Empire or in the Republic of               

Turkey. One important example is the annual fast-breaking iftar that is hosted by the Jewish               

community of Turkey at the Grand Synagogue of Edirne (Haberler.com 2016). Every year             

during the holy Islamic month of Ramadan, the Jewish community organises a large public iftar,               

which is heavily reported by the press and media on the local, national, and international levels.                

These annual iftars, attended by Jewish, Muslim and Christian religious leaders, as well as              

political and bureaucratic officials, become a site for the reproduction of rhetoric that is heavily               

imbued with themes of togetherness, coexistence, diversity, and tolerance.  

 

II. The Synagogue as a Stage For Anti Semitism 

 
“As those bandit-dressed people perform war drills, create an ambiance of war, and kill 

Muslims at the Al-Aqsa Mosque, we are here restoring their synagogues. I say this with 

great spite.” - Edirne Governor Ali Şahin  

(Şahin 2014) 

 
Edirne was the site of major anti Jewish pogroms in 1934 known as the Thrace Incidents. A rise                  

in anti semitic rhetoric in Nazi Germany at the time was paralleled by a similar increase in                 
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extreme right-wing publishing in Turkey (Toktaş 2006a, 207). Anti semitic tropes, portraying            

Jews as money and power hungry outsiders exploiting Turkey’s material wealth, became            

increasingly common in Turkish satirical media throughout the 1930s (ibid.). These publications            

were coupled with depictions of Jews as disloyal members of the community who were              

incapable of integrating into the organic fabric of the Turkish nation-state (Toktaş 2006a, 208).              

As a result, anti Jewish sentiment in the Thracian region became rampant and began to               

manifest itself through boycotts towards Jewish-owned businesses (Eligür 2017, 88).          

Eventually, the anti semitic atmosphere escalated into a full scale violent pogrom (ibid.). In the               

scope of this violence Jewish homes, businesses, and institutions were pillaged, looted, and             

destroyed (Toktaş 2006a, 208). The anti semitic pogroms were eventually suppressed by the             

Turkish authorities and military, although the impact of widespread anti semitic violence was             

deeply ingrained in the collective memory of Turkish Jews (Bayraktar 2006, 96). One of the               

most significant implications of the Thrace pogroms was the migration of Jews away from cities               

such as Edirne, Kırklareli, and Çanakkale which all once had large Jewish populations. Many of               

the Jews who left these cities moved to Istanbul. Their uprooting from their hometowns was               

followed by a rise in Zionist sentiment among Thracian Jews, many of whom eventually              

immigrated to mandatory Palestine (Toktaş 2006b, 507). 

The anti semitic thought and sentiment that led to the 1934 pogroms in Thrace was               

underpinned by a notion that Jews were foreigners in Turkey and aliens in their country of                

citizenship. This core assumption has resurfaced in anti semitic discourse consistently           

throughout Turkey’s history, and became central to the remarks made by the Edirne governor              

while the Grand Synagogue was being restored. The governor Şahin engaged with this anti              

semitic trope, drawing natural kinship ties between the Jews of Turkey and the Israeli state and                

military. In doing so, Şahin reproduced ethno-religious conceptualisations of Turkish nationality,           

imagining Jews to be inconceivable as equal loyal citizens of the Turkish republic. Furthermore,              

by stressing an “us” versus “them” dichotomy, in which he frames Muslims as authentic Turks               

and Jews as eternal outsiders, Şahin reflects his perception of the Turkish state and of               

Turkishness, restricting sentiments of belonging exclusively to members of one religious group.            

Thus, Şahin’s remarks serve as a contemporary example of the salience and pervasiveness of              

anti semitic thought in Turkey. 

The remarks made by Ali Şahin in his capacity as governor of Edirne were met with rapid                 

and sharp critique from civil society members and political and governmental figures. As a              

result, Şahin apologised to the Turkish Jewish community, claiming his comments were            
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misconstrued and taken out of context. Later, the mayor of Edirne Recep Gürkan supported              

Şahin’s apologies, brushing off the initial comments that he had made as driven by emotion               

(Yeni Asya 2014). Mayor Gürkan then went on to claim that it would be impossible for the                 

descendants of the Ottomans who received exiled Sephardic Jews with open arms to reject              

Jews or to wish harm upon any synagogue (ibid.). Thus, the controversy surrounding the              

synagogue that began with Şahin’s anti semitic comments was seemingly wrapped up and             

concluded, brushed aside by the repetition of customary language and repeating the claim of              

tolerance. Şahin’s actions had no consequences beyond his apology, as he continued to serve              

as the Governor of Edirne following the controversy.  

 

5. Conclusion 
 
This thesis has demonstrated the ways in which Turkish Jewish history ranging from the              

Ottoman period up until the present day, can be interpreted in two alternative ways depending               

on the degree of inclusion or exclusion of certain historical events. As such, a classical Turkish                

historiography begins through an emphasis on the importance of 1492, and the welcoming             

attitudes of Ottoman rulers. This year is recorded as the starting-point of a long relationship of                

coexistence and harmony between Muslim and Jewish Turks. This relationship is then            

referenced throughout classical Turkish scholarship chronologically blending in favourable         

historic elements, such as the portrayal of Jews as the most loyal millet and stories of Turkish                 

diplomats saving Jews from Nazi persecution in World War II, into the narrative in order to                

create a sense of continuity. The celebrations of the quincentennial arrival of Sephardic Jews,              

and the restoration of the Ahrida Synagogue and foundation of Istanbul’s Jewish Museum in              

1992 also contribute to the making of classical Turkish historiography. I argue that It is within                

this scope, that the Turkish state restored and reopened the Edirne Grand Synagogue. I argue               

that the actions of the Turkish state reflect self-interests and the desire to uphold its own image                 

as a tolerant, hospitable, and multicultural state. Thus, The case study of the Edirne Grand               

Synagogue and the controversy surrounding its restoration and reopening as a place of worship              

may at first glance appear to exhibit an ideological clash between two deep-rooted discourses of               

anti semitism and tolerance. However, this thesis argues that the perceived binary between anti              

semitism and tolerance is invalid, seeing both discourses as contrary to the ideals of equal               

citizenship and harmful to Turkey’s Jewish community. This thesis makes the claim that             

tolerance cannot contribute to the development of a more democratic Turkey, as the             
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implications of tolerance result in the reproduction of a millet-style mentality in which minorities              

are regarded as ever present whilst continuously remaining outside the scope and boundaries             

of national belonging.  

The Turkish state’s insistence upon a perception of Turkishness that is tied to ethnic or               

religious categories hinders Turkey’s democratisation process. Thus, I argue that in order for             

Turkey to develop a truly egalitarian framework of belonging, notions of ethnicity and religion              

must be separated from understandings of Turkishness. I argue that such a separation would              

first require Turkey to confront unpleasant elements of its past, bringing critical scholarship into              

the forefront of Turkish Jewish history and recognising historical injustices and discriminatory            

practices. This would involve coming to terms with unfavourable elements of history, such as              

past language, settlement, and taxation policies, as well as anti minority violence that led to               

mass emigration of minorities from Turkey. Secondly, I posit that such a shift towards a               

denationalised understanding of citizenship would also require a comprehensive evaluation of           

tolerance discourses, recognising that such rhetoric does not contribute to the welfare of the              

Jewish community or the democratisation of Turkey, but rather serves a political purpose to both               

efface undesirable historic episodes, whilst simultaneously promoting a specific image of           

Turkey. Finally, I propose that such a shift would contribute to the development of a democratic                

and multicultural atmosphere that would help redefine national belonging on equal civic terms,             

allowing non-Muslim minorities to participate in civil and political life on equal terms with other               

Turkish citizens, and severing the pervasiveness and continuity of Ottoman era           

conceptualisations of state and society.  
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Appendix 1: Original Texts of Translated Quotes 

 
Quote I. 
“Ülkemiz dünyanın farklı bölgelerinde zulüm görmüş Yahudilerin ihtiyaç duyduklarında         
sığınacakları bir huzur limanı olmuştur. Gerek 500 yıl önce İspanya´da, gerek 1930´lu yıllarda             
Nazi Almanya´sından kaçarak gelen Yahudiler bu toprakları vatanları olarak kabul etmiş, tarih            
ve kültürümüzün ayrılmaz bir parçası olmuş ve ülkemize her alanda çok değerli katkılarda             
bulunmuştur.”  - Bülent Arınç 
 
Quote II. 
"Mescid- i Aksa’nın içinde savaş rüzgarları estiren, bizzat savaş tatbikatı yapan o eşkıya kılıklı              
insanlar orada Müslümanları katlederken, biz de onların burada sinagoglarını yapıyoruz. İçimde           
büyük bir kinle söylüyorum bunu.” - Ali Şahin  
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